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bus could pass a parked or stalled bus within several
different lransitway width and layout configurations'
Measurenents of sPeed and distance were collected
for each passing maneuver to deternine how widening
the transitway affected the potential passing speed'

STATEMENT OF THE PROBI,E}.'I

The bus that will typically be used on the Houston
transitvray systen is G¡.4c RTs-04. These buses are 8.5
ft wide with an additional 0.6 to 0.7 ft on each
side for mirrors. These miriors, however, are posi-
tioned at different heighÈs (about 5 ft above the
ground on the left side and about 7 ft above the
ground on the right side), which elininates a ¡nirror-
to-mirror conflict r{hen both buses are facing in the
sane direction. thereforer fot one bus to Pass
another on a one-way transitwayr the inside clear
width of the transitway would have to be between
18.0 and 18.5 ft.

The MetroPolitan Transit Authority of Harris
Countyr Texas (METRo), FHWAr and the Texas State
oepar-tment of Highways and Public Transportation
(SDHPT) recognized the problems presented by the
possibility that a bus night block a lane and se-
verely reduce the passing speed. It is essential
that the transitway Provide a reliable leve1 of ser-
vice. The volume of buses on Houston transitways is
expected to generally be in the range of 50 to 100

per peak hour, with the volume of vanpools conprising
another 200 to 400 vehicLes per hour. Very little
documentation could be found for passing speeds on

one-lane busways of the tyPe that METRO and SDHPT

plan to operate. The Plans for a one-way transitway
in Houston include a travel tane directly in the
center of the transitway (see Figure 1) as opposed
to a nore tlr[)ica1 vtider right shoulder, partly be-
cause of the reversible nature of the lane. The 50-
to 55-rnph operaÈing speed planned for these narroÞ¡
transite¡ays is also somewhat higher than that ob-
served on some one-Iane facilities around the
country.

A METRO survey of several currently operating
priority lane projects (1) indicates that the reve-
nue mil-es between transit vehicle breakdowns vary
from 1'000 to 2?r000. epplying a typical Houston
priority lane trip of 10 mi results in a forecast of
at least oner and perhaps five, bus breakdowns every
week on each príority lane project. with breakdown
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ABSTRACT

Highway design for transitway (busv¡ay) lanes has previously been based on engi-
;;É;i;; e*peii.rrce and judgñent. The results of bus operating tests Performeil
on several sinulated transit$rays at Èhe Texas A&M University Research Annex are
presented in this paper. one vehicle e¡as parked in the transitr.ray to sinulate a

Éreakdown, and another was driven past the "stalled" vehicle at comfortable
speeds. The parked or stalled vehicles inclucled a 4o-ft transit bus and a pas-

"ång", 
van. The width and alignrnent of the barriers delineating the transitway

werè varied to simulate several one-Iane transitvrays with both tangent an¿l

curved sections. Bus breakdowns were sinulated to deternine the percentage of
bus breakdosns Èhat niglr! elose a transitvray of a given width. The fin¿lings
should allow transitway wiatn in future planning and design efforts to be better
deter¡nined.

A transitvray is defined as a single, barrier-sepa-
ratedr reversibler high-occupancy-vehicLe lane' The

wide range of transitways design specifications makes

the design of transitway difficult in itselft the
restricted right-of-way and the need for complenen-
tary highway improvenents further hinder design
fleiibility. Engineering judgrnents nust be made as
to how trãnsitway and highway configurations can be

compronised. The need for clearance envelopes for
tra-nsit buses must be balanced against the reality
that only a small arnount of the road can be widened
at nost locations. In many cases, widening the road
nay not even be a viable alternative' The Houston
region, in which over $400 ¡nillion is currently com-

mitted to transitways, certainly has a need to de-
velop design standards for transitvrays. Agreenent on
design standards will also sinplify a multiple-agency
highway and transit undertaking.

Transitway designers in Houston recognize¿l that
transiÈways must be sufficiently e¡ide to allow vehi-
cles to pass a stalled bus. Less irnportance was

placed on the need to pass a stalled vehÍcle at a

high speed. It vras believed thatr because Passengers
on a stalled bus rnight exit the bus onto the lane''
high passing speeds were neither desirable nor safe;
also, sufficient space frequently could not be pro-
vided to perrnit a high-speed Pass. Potential co1li-
sion damage to transit buses would also be minimized
with slow Passing speedsr esPecially in cases when

the disabled bus was unable to park directly against
the barrier.

consequently, the issue becarne how wide a one-
lane, reversible transitway needed to be to allow a

stalled bus to be passed. Because each aclditional
foot required for the transitway forced additional-
cornprornises in freeway design, this became a critical
issue that has not yet been conclusively addressed'
Therefore, one of the major objectives of this study
was to determine the percentage of controtled vehicle
breakdowns (those that ilo not result in accidents)
that niqht be expected to block a transith'ay, which
depends on hor.t close a bus could come to the barrier
auiing a controlled stop. These tests were conducted
by parking a tyPical transit bus against a Nevr

Jersey-tyPe concrete median barrier (CMB) in both
tangent and curved roadrvay sect!.ons. Another objec-
tive of the study was to test the speed at which one
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ONE-LANE, ONE-WAY REVERSIBLE

FIGURE I Current cross section
r¡sed fo¡ one.way transitways in
Houston.

rates approximately equal to that of transit buses
and volumes three to eight t,ines as greaÈ, vanpools
and carpools are also a key component of the break-
down problern. It is possible that at least one
breakdown per peak period could become the norm.
Safety problems resulting from frequeñt breakdov¡ns
are also a concern in the deveJ_opment of an operating
strategy. In addition, the complete blockage of a
Iane that is totally enclosed with concrete barriers
and has infrequent access points (3 to 5 mi apart)
would result in severe bus service and traffic han-
dling problems; the intent of providing reliable
transitway service would be defeated. Adverse pub-
licity and negative user experiences resulting from
congestion on such a frequent basis could lead to
diminished ridership or even the loss of public sup-
port for priority treatment projects.

TESTING PROCEDURES

The te¡o major objectives of this research effort, as
previously discussed, vrere the stalled-bus parking
measurements and the deternination of speed profiles
of the pass,ing naneuver for various transitway
widths. The data collection process for each of these
operations is sum¡narized in the following paragraphs.
All testing was perforrned by the Texas TransportatÍon
Institute at the Texas A&M Research Annex, which is
located west of Bryan, Texas. The tests were con-
ducted during the week of July 23, 1984. The h'eather
was generally clear and hot.

Bus Driver Selection

Two professional bus drivers were provided by METRO
for the week of testing. One driver had approximately
3.5 years of experience and the other had 0.5 year
of experience. Their driving skills were, according
to an âssessnent by METRO supervisors, near the
average for expected transitway drivers. Although
two drivers do not qualify as a statistically valid
sample of a fleet of 11000 drivers, the cost of pro-
viding a statistically significant nunber of drivers
would have been prohibítive. Several passes e¡ere
nade for each test, and several different transitway
widths were ¡neasured. Time constrainLé precluded
other drivers from participating in the study. Sev-
eral shifts of drivers $/ou1d have been required to
discount the inevitable learning process that resul_ts
frorn doing the same type of test over a period of a
week. No available record of conparison of driving
ski1ls was available in advance of the tests. A1-
though two drivers are not an optimum sample, they
were assumed to be adequate for the conduct of this
research study.

Bus Parking During Breakdown Situations

Perhaps the ¡nost irnportant phase of the study was
the initiâl deternination of the bus-to-barrier re-
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laËionship that results when a bus is parked in the
transitvray. À 600-ft length of Nevr Jersey-type bar-
rier formed of precast concrete sections was sup-
pl-ied by SDHPT for the tângent and curved section
parking tests. The sloping shape of the sides of
this type of barrier not only assist in redirecting
vehicles upon impact, but also provide a warning
(tire scrubbing) to drivers before the vehicle it-
seLf hits the barrier.

The drivers were instructed to accelerate their
buses to 35 to 40 rnph and approach the 1ine of bar-
riers in the center of the transitway. They vrere to
then nove to the left side of the 1ane and position
their buses as close to the barrier âs was comfort-
able. This parking maheuver was performed both with
the bus engine on and while coasting with the engine
off. The power steering !,¡as not deactivated when the
povrer was switched off but the ¡naneuverabitity of
the bus was hampered by the lack of power. parking
the bus on the teft side of the transitway alloweá
the driver to have a çLearer view of the distance
between bus and barrier and also facilitated thepossible exit of passengers through the doors on the
right side of the bus. The distance bete¡een the toe
of the barrier and the edge of the far side of the
bus was ¡neasured at the front and back of the bus.
Four to eight attenpts, with and without engine
power, were ¡nade for both curved and tangent tran-
sitvray sections. The difference betvreen the transit-
way width and this parking distance is hereby
referred to as the cLear vJidth.

Passinq Maneuver Sinulation

The one-lane trânsitvray test site consisted of bar-
rels, W-bean guardraiJ. sections, and concrete bar-
riers that were arranged as shown in Figure 2. The
short (100-ft) section of concrete barrier and bar-
rels on the left side of the 1ane was moved to pro-
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FIGURE 2 OneJane tangent and cu¡ved
section passing test site configurations.
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vide the appropriate transitlday width for the test,
vrhereas the Long section remained stationary. Single-
lane transitv¡ay v¡idths of 19.5r 20.5, and 22.0 ft
r4rere used. Nighttine operation, without l-urninaire
lighting, was tesled for 19.5- and 20.5-ft transit-
ways.

The bus v¡as Parked (statled) on the left side of
the sirnulated transitway, as will be the policy in
the Houston systen. The curved section was curved 3

degrees and the buses approached from the northeast
and exited to the southeast. METRO advisors deter-
¡nined that the configuration with a bus parked in-
side, rather than outside, the curve represented the
most difficult passing ¡naneuver. Neither of these
layouts had lane narkings for the passing testt this
provided less guidance to the driver than wouLd
actually be present during norrnal transitway opera-
tion.

The speed versus distance data were collected by
attaching an instrunented fifth wheel to a bus and a

van (the two types of passing vehicles). The 2r400-ft
length of roailway (Figure 2) was provided in advance
of the test site so the drivers could accelerate
from 0 to 50 mph and then decelerate to a speed they
felt was comfortable to Pass the "stalled" vehicle
(bus or passenger automobile). A distance of more
than 500 ft was provided after the test site to allow
the driver to accelerate back to at least 30 mph.

The bus clrivers were instructed to pass the
stalted vehicle at speeds that r,rere co¡nfortable for
then, assuning they had a fuII load of Passengers.
They $rere to ignore the possibility. which is present
during actual operation, that people rnight step out
of the stalled vehicte into the path of the passing
bus. This possibility would have lowered the passing
speeds Èo less than I0 nph, for safety reasons, at
any one-lane transitway width of less than 25 to 30

ft. Ignoring the possibility that passengers might
exit therefore al.Iowed the passing speed to vary
strict.Iy according to the eridth of the transitway.

BUS AND VAN BREAKDOWN SII4ULATION

The unadjusted data that were obtained fro¡n the
several bus parking tests are shown in Figure 3. The

distance from the concrete barrier to the far side
of the bus was measured at both the front and back
of the parked bus. Because of the relationshiP of
the shape of the bus to the shape of the concrete
barrier, it is possible for the neasured parking
distance to be less than the 8.5-ft width of the
bus. The barrier layouts and approxinate parking
locations for the si¡nulated tangent section are
shown in Figure 2.

roo

8.O 8.5 9.O 9.5 lO.O
Parking Distance (Feet)

(Park¡ng d¡stance ¡3 lrom the toe
of the CMB to the edge of the bus)

\ ,, c'a
Trans¡tway 

.-ELPa¡ked tll .y Bus-to-Bus Clearanc8
W¡dth ----- ,,tr Pass¡noC:l Í - ".."-*^-p"""¡ô. ôrcâ.â^^Ât'+------õilr'-

Clear D¡stance

FIGURE 3 Transit bus breakdovrn parking test
data.
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The 85th percentile distance used in positioning
the buses for the passing speed tests was 9.I ft for
a tangent section and 9.2 ft for a curved section.
The clear widths (Figure 3) used in the estimation
of passing speeds were obtained by subtracting' the
parking distances of 9.1 and 9.2 ft for tangent and
curve layouts, respectively, fron the distance be-
t!.reen concrete barriers. This clear width coufd be
expected for at least 85 Percent of the controlled
breakdowns. The impact of the variation in clear
width on passing sPeed and the cost of transit oper-
ation during a vehicLe breakdown is examined in the
"Delay in the Bus Passing l"laneuver" section of this
paper. In that section, the costs of breakdowns that
close the lane and those that only slow passing speed
are esti¡nated and conclusions are made as to ¡ninimu¡n
and optimum transitr.ray widths.

Tests v¡ere conducted with the engine on and off.
A 0.I- to 0.3-ft increase in parking distance was
observed with the engine off. A decrease of a sinilar
distance was noted between the first and last set
(three to four parks per set) of tests with the
engine on. A difference in perfor¡nance according to
level of experience was al-so observed in the passing
tests.

Values for passenger van parking maneuvers were
obtained by using an experienced van driver and show
less variation than those of the bus drivers, pos-
sibly because of the relative ease of parking a van.
The values also indicate that a stal-Ied bus occupies
nearly 2 rnore ft of lane space than a vanr which led
to the conclusion that during controlled (nonacci-
dent) breakdowns, transit buses will constricE the
clear width ¡nuch more than vans.

EUS BRXAKDOWN PASSING TESTS

Most of the study concentrated on obtaining speed
vetrsus distance data for several different trânsit-
way configurations. The learning experience of the
bus operators over the week of testing previously
referred to reguired several adjustments to be nade
in the actual data before expected speed-clistance
curves could be develoPed.

Adjustments to actual data were nade to estimate
the passing characteristics of novice and experienced
transitway bus operators. The term "novicen refers to
the average of the results of the two professional
bus drivers at the beginning of the vreek of testing.
The tern applies to those bus drivers r¡ho have gen-
eral experiencer but 1ittle transitvray exPerience.
The term "experienced" is appJ-ied to those drivers
vlho made approximately 45 test runs (passing ¡naneu-
vers) in this study. Speed versus distance curves
for both categories of transit driver are used in
the evaluation of trahsitway designs in the final
section of this paper.

Actual Data Points: Passing Tests

The test number in TabLe 1 indicates how experienced
each driver was during that set of lests. Three to

TÁ.BLE t Actual Data Points of Bus Passing Tests

Standard
Standard Deviation as

Deviation a Percent of
(mph) Mean

Transitway Width Test Mean Passing
(ft) and Alignment No. SPeed (mPh)
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five runs per test hrere conductedi therefore, each
driver made about 60 passing ¡naneuvers (17 tests)
over the r¡eek of testing. The standard deviation of
the average passing speed guantifies the distribu-
tion in speeds in the âctual speed tests. These val-
ues could be combíned !úith the reco¡nmended curves
presented later in this paper to obtain an estimate
of the range of passing speeds to be expected. The
range of speeds appears to be related more to the
width of the transiÈvray than to the driverrs level
of experience. The narrow lane standard deviations
represent a high percentage of the rnean speeds; the
other deviations represent haLf of that percentage.
DrÍver perception of the ctear width is particularly
crucial at .narrow clear widths¡ tnore variability
will therefore be seen in the passing speeds of nar-
row lanes. It is also shown in Table I that both
driver familiarity and slight changes in transitway
rdialth can result in dra¡natic improvements in passing
speeds. This infornation is expanded in the foll.ow-
ing section.

The passing speed of a novice van driver, even in
the narrow transitway sirnulation, was significantly
higher than that of professional bus drivers. The
relationship of van passing speeds to bus passing
speeds remained constant throughout the testing pe-
riod. A 50-mph van passing speed t¿as attained in all
but, the narro$rest transits¡ay clearances. Therefore,
the situation in whÍch a van pâsses a stalled bus
will not affect the operation of a transitway under
breakdown conditions.

Passing Speed Adjusted for Driver Experience

Passing tests were conducted at the beginning and
near the end of the week for a simulated transit!.ray
wÍdth of 20.0 ft. The difference resulting fro¡n ex-
perience gained during about 45 test runs, as shown
in Figure 4, resuì.ted in a doubling of passing speeds
on a tangent alignrnent. The reLationship shown in
Figure 4 applies to the graphs that follow it in
oraler to adjust the data actually collected to the
two condÍtions defined in this test. For the sake of
clarity, only that portion of the graph plotted below
45 mph is shovùn. The plot bets¡een 45 and 50 nph is
long and almost identical anong aI1 the various
transitway widths. Hotrever, significant differences
in the amount of detay occur below 45 nph; there-
fore, 45 rnph is used as the base line for the bus
passing speed curves in a later section. The speed
curve from 0 to Ir500 ft has likewise been deleted
because it was insignificant.

Because operational safety is an important factor
in the design of a narrow transits¡ay, the recoÍìmen-

- -Twellth 

Test Average

- - F¡rst Test Avorage

Locat¡on of Pa.ked Bus

D¡stance (Feet)

FIGURE 4 Impact of approximately 45 test passes on Blleed
profile of transit bus on 20.0-ft tangent transitway.
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dations made in this paper are derived from novice
driver behavior. This should be remembered when
analyzing the figures. The descriptions of curves
that follow atternpt to show all relevant comparisons
between driver experience, transitway width, tran-
sitrvay alignnent (curved versus tangent), and light-
ing conditions (day versus night) without recommend-
ing any particular widths. These curves only describe
the operating behavior that could be expected under
several different conditions. Not al_l cornparisons
are available due to the short tèsting period, but
najor design features and operational expectations
can be ascertained.

Tangent Versus Curved Layouts

The adjusted comparisons for tangent and curved 1ay-
outs are shown in Figures 5 and 6. The expected
passing speeds for L9.5-ft lanes are belov, I0 mph
for both layouts and are not significantly different.
The ¡nedium-width transitway (20.5 ft) passing speeds
increase8 to 20 mph for tangent sections and 15 nph
for the'3-degree curve. The increasing speed dif-
ferentiai cul¡ninated in speeds of 38 mph and 25 mph
for tangènt and curved layouts, respectively, in the
wide transitway (22.0 ft).

Passing speeds of 5 to 10 nph, as observed in the
tests, are possibLe ín narrow clearances with rela-
tively inexperienced drivers. Because of the driverrs
ability to perceive the clear space, the speed dif-
ferential between tangent and curved J.ayouts grows
as the transitvJay widens. A driver nust slow down to
comfortably pass through a narrow gapi as the gap on

Distance (Feet)

FIGURE 5 Novice driver speed profiles on tangent transitway
sections.

Iq

o

IÀ

Ø

D¡stance (Feet)

FIGURE 6 Novice driver speed profiles on transitway eections
with 3-degree curves.

19.5' Wide

Location of Parked Bus

Locat¡on of Parked Bus
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a tangent layout rdidens, the bus operator can adjust
his speed accordingly. The passing maneuver on a
curve, however, does not aIlow for such an immediate
judgnent to be nade. The passing speeds on a 19.5-ft
]ane are almost identical, but the driver decelerates
more gradually on the curved layout.

Day Versus Night Conditions

Two different transitway widths were tested at night.
The conditions during the night test consisted of no
moon, no illumination other than passing vehicl-e
headlights and parked vehicle flashers' and no
reflectors on the barriers. These are, with the ex-
ception of rain or fog, probably the worst visibility
conditions that would actually be experienced. An
approximate 5-mph decrease in passing speed was ob-
served for both 19.5- and 20.5-ft tests. The more
gradual deceleration observed on the curved layout
v,tas also evident in the night passing tnaneuver.

Novice Versus Experienced Drivers

The estinated inprovements in passing speed that
could be expected as a result of increased driver
familiarity with transitway operations are presented
in Figures 7 and 8. The novice driver curves for the
tangent and curved layouts are presented in Figures
5 and 6 and the experienced driver curves were esti-
rnated by using the relationship presented in Figure
4.

Distance (Feet)

FIGURE 7 Speed profile comparison on 19.5-ft tangent
tansitway: novice versus experienced driver.

FIGURE I Speed profile comparison on l9.5-ft hansitway with
3.degree curves: novice verzus experienced d¡iver.
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Passing operations in all three transitway widths,
for both tangent and curved layouts, are esti¡nated
to significantly inprove according to driver experi-
ence. The narrow transitway speeds ¡nore than doubl-e
for experienced drivers. Passing speeds of experi-
enced drivers on 19.5- and 20.5-ft transitways in-
prove by 15 mph, and the passing speecl on wide tran-
sitways is estinated to be 40 nph or rnore.

Delay in the Bus Passing l,laneuver

Although the passing speed during a breakdown situa-
tion is important, an economic estinate of the inpact
that lovrer passing speeds have on transit operation
can be obtained through the use of delay estirnates.
The delay in passing tine rnay be defined for tran-
sitway traffic as the difference in travel time be-
t$¡een unconstrained operat.ion and a. situation in
which a stalled vehicle is in the transitway. The
ad<iitionai tirne required io nake a irip oR tiié ùra¡'r-
sitway may be estinated by measuring the area betrreen
the passing speed curve and a horizontal line at 50
nph. As was previously discussedr the 45-mph value
was used in the graphs because all curves betr¡een 45
nph and 50 nph were relatively consistent. AII tran-
sitway wÍdths tested would incur approximately 20
sec of delay between a speed of 45 mph and the normaf
operating speed of 50 mph.

The values shown in Table 2 indicate that a
breakdown on the narrow transíteray would result in
more than 3 ¡nin of delay for every bus driven by a
novice drÍver. The use of experienced drivers would

TABLE 2 Estimated Bus Passing Speed and Delay

Novice Driver
Experienced
Driver

-q

ø

One-Way Passing
Transitway Width Speed
(ft) and Alignment (mph)

Passing
Delay Speed Delay
(sec) (mph) (sec)

19.5, tangent
20.5, tangent
22.0, taîEent
19.5 cufle
20.5, cuwe
22.0, ctwe

Note: "Novice" refers to professional bus dtiver at the beginning of the
test. "Experienced" ¡efers to profe$ional bus dtiver with approximately
45 test runs, "Delay" is the diffe¡ence between a conslãnt 50-mph speed
and each estimated speed profile.

reduce the delay by approximately one-half and in-
crease the passing speed by a factor of 3. Similar
reductions are exhibited in mediun-wide to wide
transitways from the categories of novice driver to
experienced driver. The delay also decreases as the
lane widens. Passing a stalled vehicle on a tangent
sect.ion of 22.O-fx transitv¡ay is not estinated to
result in any more delay than the 20 sec between 45
mph and 50 mph. Novice drivers on a wide (22.0-tt)
curved layout, however, nay still experience a delay
of 2 min.

The parking distances on tangent layouts shown in
Figure 3 are useil in Figure 9 to estimate the per-
centage of controlled bus breakdowns that could block
narrov¡ transitways. According to the coll-ecteil data'
any transitway vrider than 19.0 ft would never be
blocked because of a nonaccident bus breakdown, but
a l-ft decrease in barrier-to-barrier width would
increase the blockage rate above 80 percent. In ad-
dition, the use of a required clear width of 9.5 ft
results in extrenel-y slow passing speeds because an
8.5-ft bus with a 0.7-ft wide driverrs side ¡nirror

9 200
20 155
38 55
7 215
15 180
25 t20

26 110
35 80
45+ 20
23 135
32 95
38 50

Location of Parked Bus
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T¡ansitway W¡dth (Feet)

FIGURE 9 Percentage of controlled bus
breakdowns that block transitway.

leaves only 0.3 ft of total clear space. The per-
centage of bJ.ockage vrould decrease somewhat over
time as drivers became nore faniliar erith the park-
ing maneuver, but any vridth of less than 18.5 ft
ç¡ou1d al¡nost certainly result, in transitway closure
if buses broke down.

Estinates of the cost of delay to transithray
users per peak-hour breakdov¡n can be obtained by
using the data on Figure 9 and the values for delay
in Table 2 to generate the delay cost esti¡nates in
Figure 10. If typical breakdo$rn rates are assuned,
15 bus breakdowns and 75 van breakdoerns can be ex-
pected each year. The delay cost is calcul.ated by
multiplying the probabitity of the event (lane

Trans¡tway W¡dth (Feet)

FIGURE l0 Cost of delay of a peak-hour
breakdovyn on tangent transitway.

closed or open) to the value associated with that
event. Peak-hour volumes of 50 buses and 300 vanpools
v¡ere combined with an incident time of 30 min. Values
of $50 per bus operating hour and $7 per passenger
hour were used to assess the cost of de1ay.

The stalled vehicle, whether it blocked the lane
or not, was estimated to be parked for 30 ¡nin, which
accounts for the tine to detect the stalled bus,
dispatch a tow truck, transfer passengers, and tow
the disabled bus. A curve sirnilar to that in Figure
9 was used to develop the van breakdown curve.

The sharp curve at 19.0 ft in the line represent-
ing the cost of a bus breakdown in Figure l0 reflects
the increasing probability that the transitway Ìrill
be blockeil as the width of the Lane ilecreases. The
simulation of a lane blockage accounted for an esti-
¡nated 70 vehÍcle-hours of delay and â queue in excess
of L mi for each transitway closure. The probability
of this occurrence vras nultiplied by the val-ue of
that delay ($9,250) and added to the remaining prob-
ability and an estinated passing delay if Èhe lane
rvas not blocked. The estinated increase in the cost
of delay fron Less than $500 per incident on a 19.5-
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ft lane to $31000 for an 18.5-ft lane and to nore
than $7,500 on an 18.o-ft transitway illustrates the
importance of maintainÍng suffícient width on alt
sections of the transitway for stalled-bus parking.
This curve can be used to determine ¡ninimum ancl
optimun transitv¡ay wÍdths.

MAJOR FINÐINGS CONCERNING THE DESIGN AND
OPERÀTION OF TRANSITWAYS

Ðata that can be used to develop guidelines for the
design and operation of a transitway facility en-
closed by barrier wall-s have been presented. Safety
considerations, as well as passing speed and delay
times, can also be used to develop the suggested
guidelines.

Design Guidelines

Bus drivers and METRO supervisory personnel both had
a strong preference for the standard New Jersey-tlT)e
concrete barrier with flared bottoms. This ís in-
portant because barriers vrith vertical walls were
being consiilered in order to increase space in the
transithray. Experience with the parking tests and
passing naneuvers in tight clearance sections also
suggests that the drivers used the wide bottom of
the barrier as a guide to position their vehicle. As
they becarne confident that the tire could be rubbed
on the botton of the barrier without damaging the
body of the bus, the drivers were abLe to park the
bus ¡nuch closer to the barrier.

The travel speed and delay values sum¡narized in
Table 2 and the delay cost curve shoi,rn in Figure 10
r{ere used to develop both ¡ninimun and optimum widths
for reversible transitways. A minimu¡n width of 19.5
ft allovrs one bus to park on the left side of the
transitway and another bus to pass on the right,.
Parking test data indicate that, under controlled
breakdown (nonaccident) situations, the clearance
betr4reen the right side of the parked bus and the
barrier v¡ilI allow other drivers to slowty pass a
parked vehicle. Increasing the width by 2.5 ft,
v¡hich is desirable, would allow the passing speed to
increase to almost 40 nph, which would result in
litt1e delay to passing vehicles. The optinum width
also provides additional flexibilíty in the parking
location for disabled vehicles and, thus, greater
assurance that the tran- sitway will re¡nain open
when a vehicle breaks down in it.

Sections that are curved more than 2 degrees
should be widened a mini¡nu¡n of 0.5 ft and an optimurn
of 1.0 ft. The increases in width of curved sections
would aÌlow passing speeds to re¡nain consistent with
those of tangent sections.

Pavement rnarkings for the reversible transitr4ray
should delineate a L2-fE lane in the center of the
transítway. A solid whiter 4-in. stripe of paint
shoul-d be used to delineate the lane. A disabled bus
would use the left side of the transitway for park-
ing. Striping the lane in a manner that would provide
a single, wide shouLder on one side of the t,ransit-
way, thereby forcing the bus operators to drive near
one barrier, could lower operating speeds relative
to a center Lane operation. Also, because the lane
is reversible, a stalLed or parked vehicle woulcl
have to park on the ieft side of the transitway; if
the bus was parked on the right side, the door would
be next to the concrete barrier and passengers would
not be able to exit.

Operation Guidel-ines

This paper dealt prirnarily r.rith the case of a bus
passing another bus, because this maneuver had the
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greatest inpact on passing speed. Other passing tests
indicated that little deceleration (tess than I5
lnph) could be expected v¡hen a van passes a bus. In
all cases, a stalled van would not narrov¿ the width
of the lane as nuch as a stalled bus would, thereby
allowing higher passing speeds.

The tvro bus drivers in these tests were told to
ignore the possibilíty that passengers night disern-
bark fron the stalled vehicle into the path of the
passing vehicle, thus allowing the passing speed to
vary according to the clear width on1y. fn actual
operation, the concern for passenger safety nould
lead to slovr (less than 10 nph) passing speeds for
clear widths up to 25 to 30 ft. These safety con-
siderations nust be resol-ved before operating speeds
can reach the levels obtained by experienced drivers
indicated in this paper. The driver of a stalled
vehicle could be instructed to keep all passengers
inside until another vehicl-e (relief bus or van)
arrives on the scene and keeps other vehicles fro¡n
passing. Passengers fron the stalled vehicÌe would
then transfer to the "blocking', vehicle and resume
their trip.

One of the most important results of this study
is the realization of how vital previous driver
training is to the successful operation of a tran-
sitway. Curves were derived to show the improvenent
in passing speed from the novice to the experienced
driver. This increase in speed reduces delays, but,
rnore importantly, it reduces the potential for acci-
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dents by allowing a rnore constant speed to be main-
tained. Training drivers in the parking tnaneuver
also provides greater assurance that breakdowns witl
not result in a total blockage of the transitway.
The cost of a lane closure is shown in Figure I0.
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